Cataloging 19th-Century Single-Sheet
Publications

DORIS O'KEEFE

During the 18th and 19th centuries, broadsides disseminated information with greater
timeliness and in greater detail than newspapers. Broadsides are single-sheet publications
printed on one side only, but si ngle sheets were also printed on both sides, or might be
folded once to form a bifolium, an unbound folio gathering printed in some combination
of one, two, three, or four pages. Publishers ' prospectuses and circular letters were
commonly publis hed in thi s latter format. The subject matter of 19th-century singlesheet publications encompasses the broadest possible spectrum: programs for the
ordination of clergymen and for the dedication of churches; reports of local and
national events: opinions about local and national controversies; Fourth of July
orations; campaign speeches: official proclamations of governors, presidents, and
military officers: statistical summaries: advertisements; carriers' and other New Year
addresses; and poems, elegies, and songs. But whatever their content, most single-sheet
publications were considered ephemeral and most were discarded shortly after publication.
Hi storically, few libraries have collected single-sheet publications; fewer have
accorded them systematic, full-level cataloging. Recognizing that single-sheet publications document the history of the nation and its communities and do so in a manner
more timely and with greater passion than any other printed sources, the American
Antiquarian Society (AAS) has long been a pioneer in the field of collecting these
materials. In 1872 AAS librarian Samuel Foster Haven wrote in his semiannual report:
Broadsides, embracing all sorts of posters, advertisements, notices, programmes, and
indeed whatever is printed on one side of a sheet of paper, large or small ... are
legitimate representatives of the most ephemeral literature. the least likely to escape
destruction, and yet . .. the most vivid exhibitions of the manners, arts. and daily life,
of communities and nations.... They imply a vast deal more than they literally
express, and disclose visions of interior conditions of society such as cannot be found

in formal narratives.

Doris O'Keefe is Senior Cataloger at the American Antiquarian Society, Worcester, Massachusetts.
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Throughout its 180-year history, the Society's broadsides collection has grown steadily
to include some 20,000 American single-sheet publications printed between 1640 and 1876.
Recognizing that single-sheet publications have been underutilized by scholars,
the Society has more recently been a pioneer in the area of broadsides cataloging. Prior
to 1980 there was no catalog of the broadsides collection, and scholars were required
to search item-by-item for the particular documents which served their research needs.
Such indiscriminate handling was not only time-consuming, but it increased the risk
of damage to items which are fragile and often unique. In 1979 the Society was
awarded the first of two grants from the National Endowment for the Humanities to
catalog its holdings of pre-1831 American broadsides. During the ensuing seven years,
7,800 items were cataloged, and since 1986 the Society has continued to catalog new
acquisitions from this time period. A recently awarded NEH grant is permitting
•
the Society to extend its broadside cataloging further into the 19th century.
Broadsides cataloging at AAS is part
of the Society's North American Imprints
Program (NAIP), which has as its longterm goal the creation of a machine-readable union catalog of books, pamphlets,
and broadsides printed in the United States
and Canada before 1877. It is the policy of
the Society to catalog all such imprints
according to the rules of Anglo-American
Cataloguing Rules, 2nd ed., revised
(AACR2R) and Descriptive Cataloging of
Rare Books (DCRB), as interpreted and
expanded upon in the Society's own cata.~ loging manual, North American Imprints
.~ Program Cataloguing Standards and Pro.l'c cedures (NAIP Manual) . Subject headings
.~ are taken from the current edition of Li.l'• brary of Congress Subject Headings
(LCSH), and selected terms are applied
from the various thesauri (Genre Terms,
Binding Terms, Printing and Publishing
Evidence, Provenan ce Evidence, and DeA New Year's Address by the carriers of
scriptive Terms for Graphic Materials)
the Bos(on Weekly magazine, dedicated
published by the Association of College
/0 their patrons. January It J817.
and Research Libraries and the Library of
(Boslon: Primed by Henry Bowen , 1816.)
Congress. Also applied are appropriate bib-
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liographic citations as set forth in Standard Citation Formsfor Published Bibliographies
and Catalogs Used in Rare Book Cataloging, by Peter VanWingen and Stephen Paul
Davis.
The Society's cataloging takes into account the va rious needs of users of primary
research materials and recognizes that these items serve both as texts and as cultural
artifacts which illustrate the history and development of the book trades and of patterns
of communication and reading. In addition to access by author, title, and subject, AAS
cataloging provides access by place and date of publication, and by printers, publishers, booksellers, illustrators and engravers, and editors and translators. Copy-specific
added entries are provided for former owners. Access by genre terms complements
traditional subject access, and access by
first line is provided for broadside ve rse.
In additi on to the procedures and instructions set forth in the NA IP manual,
broadsides catalogers are expected to give
particular attention to DCRB Rule IF for
single-sheet publications. What fo llows is
a consideration by MARC fi elds of the
specifics for cataloging 19th-century singlesheet publications.
Ixx: Apply rules in AACR2 chapter 2 1
for determining choice of main ent ry; and
in chapters 22, 24, and 25 for establishing
headings for persons, corporate bodies,
and uniform titles. Because most broadsides were issued in only one editi on, uniform titles (fields 130 or 240) are not generally applicable. Broadside verse is the
exception, and many songs and ball ads
were reprinted, with variations in the title
and/or text, over the course of the 18th and
19th centuries. For example, "American
taxation" (variously attri buted to Peter SI.
John of Norwalk, Conn ., and Samuel SI.
John of New Canaan, Conn.) also appeared
as "British taxation in North America,"
" Briti sh taxa tion of No rth-America, "
"Taxation of America," "American taxaElisha Rich, A poem on the bloody
engagement that was fought on
tion, or The spirit of seventy-six exempliBunker'S
Hill. . .. (Chelmsford, Mass.:
fied," and "American taxation: a song of
Printed and sold by N. COFerly, 1775.)
seventy-nine ...
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245: Rule IF which refers only 10 broadsides or single-sheets printed on the recto
and verso, is very specifically applied. Single-sheets which have been folded into two
leaves are cataloged according to the rules for books and pamphlets.
Rule I FI states that the entire sheet is to be considered as the title page or chief
source of information. While this is the rule, I have never encountered a sheet for which
it has been necessary or logical to include data from the verso in the transcription.
AACR2 rule 21.5C (characterizing words and phrases) applies to pseudonymous
phiases appearing on either the recto or the verso of single-sheet publications.
Although an author's name or appellation found on the verso of a sheet may be
transcribed in the statement of responsibility area, I record this information in a note.
For example, a Philadelphia stockholder's circular "To the stockholders of the
Chesapeake & Delaware Canal" is signed on the verso by "A Philadelphia Stockholder," but rather than transcribing this into the subfield "c" of the 245 field, it should
be recorded in a formal note, "Signed and dated on p. 2: ... " This practice permits the
cataloger to represent the item to users of the catalog more accurately.
Rule IF2 states that one should generally transcribe the data presented beginning
with the first line. If the printing is arranged in columns with no data preceding the body
of text, begin the transcription with the top line of the first column. Generally retain
in the transcription dates, addresses, and other data necessary for identification. If the
first element on the sheet is not integrated with the succeeding material and is an
element such as one of the following , however, begin the transcription after it (without
using the mark of omission): caption to an illustration, copyright statement, dev ice,
edition statement, imprint statement, motto, official numbering, page number, part of
an illustration or ornament, price, or tabular material. If the first element has been
omitted, generally indicate the nature and position of the omitted material in a note.
Rule lF3 states that if there is a word or phrase obviously intended as the chief title
of the publication that is not the first line of printing, transcribe it as the entire title
proper, omitting elements appearing before it on the page without the mark of
omission. (In general, this instruction should be applied only when such a title is not
integrated grammatically with the rest of the data, is set off typographically, and has
as its sole function the naming of the piece as a whole.) When such a title is selected,
also give in a note at least the first five words of the first line of printing as described
above. In case of doubt as to the selection of the chief title, start the transcription with
the first line as described above.
For example, there should be no question that the title of the printed bandanna, "A
Representation of the famous match race for 20,000 dollars aside between Mr. Van
Ranst's horse Eclipse and Mr. R. Johnson 's horse Henry. Run on the Long Island
Union Course May 27, 1823," is that which appears in the two banners (Cover
Illustration). On the other hand, there may be some doubt as to what constitutes the title
of William Wallis Woodward' s prospectus. The boldly printed "W.W. Woodward,
s.w. comer of Second and Chestnut Street is now printing ... " (Illustration) has a more
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title-like appearance, butthc note printed above it is integral and , according to rule I F2,
ought to be transcri bed. If there is still a question, rule I F3 instructs us " in case of do ubt
. . . startlhe transcri ption with the firs t line." Ru le I F3 di rects us to make an alternative
title trac ing for the first line of printing if the chief title does not begin with the first
line. I wo uld insist, using reverse logic, that an alternati ve title tracing for "W.W.
Woodwa rd .. . " be incl uded in thi s case.
Rule I F4 states that if a caption title is present, normally transcri be this title in fu ll.
If there is no caption title, transcribe the data at least until a relati vely distinctive word
or phrase is included. If the d istincti ve word or phrase is not near the beginning of the
transcription. less important wo rds or phrases ahead of it may be omitted using the
mark of omission. Do not, however, abridge the transcription before the sixth word.
]fthe data are ve ry length y, end the transcription at the first grammatically acceptable
place after the caption title or the distinctive word or phrase; the omitted material may
be summari zed in a note.
Continuing with a consideration of the Woodward prospectus (Illustration), since
the preliminary note is quite length y, a port ion of it should be omitted from the
transcription as unnecessary for identi fication or understanding.
Rule I F5 says that info rmation transcribed from single-sheet publications will
generally not lend itself to the application of punctuation prescri bed in IA I
for the title and statement of responsibility area . If, however, the information can be separated clearly and un.....
mistakably into title proper, other title
information, or statement of responsiANCIENT HISTORY
bility without any transposition, supply the prescri bed punctuati on.
,,8n'm.AIfI,
I .~
I have found that prescribed puncAltD 0IIICU.IfI.
tuation is easily applied to title tran" BOLLIN,
scriptions of single-sheet publications.
OHABLlI8
..... _
.. _ _
.. _ _
_ _ • .,.._. , _ _
'I:
:;
...
,...
Whether the logical breaks be gram.S!"
matically or typographically defined,
they do occur, especially if lengthy
transcriptions are shortened by marks
of omission. Still, with Woodward 's
prospectus, it seems apparent that the
subfie ld " b" should be placed between
the preliminary note and the title-like
William Wallis Woodward, Prospectus for
caption. And if the phrase " together
Charl es Rollin's Ancient history of the
with" is set off by a colon or semicolon
Egyptians .... (Philadelphia: W.W.
Woodward, 1825.)
in title-page transcriptions, it is onl y

_.__--._-

-

--..........
""""""
................
.~

---_ _.. _---

""
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logicallhat subfield "b" be placed before that same phrase in broadsides, such as Elisha
Rich 's "A Poem on the Bloody En gagement that Was Fou ght on Bunke r' s Hill ,
in Charlestown New-England; on the 17th of June, 1775 . Together with some
Remarks on the Cruelty and I\arbarity of the British Troops . .. ."
Rule lF6 states that if there are two or more works printed on a single-sheet having
a collective title, transcribe only the collective title as the title proper. Make a formal
or informal contents note for the works.
At the American Antiquarian Society the practice is to provide informal notes,
including first lines for songs and verse, when the sheet contains two or three separate
texts. If the sheet contains more than three texts, the practice is to list them in a form al
contents note.
Rule IF? tells us that if there are two <ir more works printed on a single-sheet that
does not have a collective title, transcribe as the title statement the first title or opening
words of the text. Make a formal or informal contents note and include in it the titles
of the additional works. If the sheet is printed on both sides and it is impossible to
determine which side should be read first, make a separate cataloging record for each side
of the sheet and include a formal "With, on verso: .. . " note in each record (cf. 7CI9).
Rule IF8 states that if there are two or more works printed on a single-sheet and
each has its own imprint or there is other conclusive evidence that they were intended
to be issued separatel y, make a separate catalog record for each work that was intended
to be issued separately. Include a formal "With: ... " note in each record (see 7C 19)
indicating that the works were printed on a single sheet and that they were "intended
to be separated." If there are two or more works printed on a single sheet giving the
appearance that they were possibly intended to be separated, but there is no conclusive
evidence that this is the case, fo llow the provisions of IF? and include a note indicating
that they were "possibly intended to be separated."
260: Imprints were not commonly included on 19th-century single-sheet publications. If one is present, it should be transcribed, without brackets, regardless of its
placement on the sheet. Describe its location in a note if the imprint appears anywhere
but at the foot of the first page. The place of publication, printer' s or publisher' s name,
and date should be supplied in square brackets if this information is taken from any
source except a formal imprint or colophon. Always make an explanatory note.
In "A New Year's address", the phrase "Boston Weekly Ma gazine Office, January
1st, 1817" is treated not as an imprint but as a statement of responsibility. Many
carriers' addresses are so identified and this information is given in a formal note
beginning "Dated: . .. " Based on that date and the name of the newspaper or magazine
issuing the address, another standard note, "Presumably printed late in 1816 by Henry
Bowen, printer of the Boston weekly magazine, for distribution on or about New Year's
Day," is included to name the printers or publishers. In another example, "A very brief
and very comprehensive life of Ben: Franklin, printer," the information about the
printer comes entirely from an outside source. The imprint "Boston: J.C. French &
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Brother, 1856" is supplied in brackels and the information and source noted: "By B.
P. Shillaber. The broadside, issued in both large and small paper formats, was printed
on a press ' from the office of Messrs. J.e. French & Brother' and distributed to the
spectators during the co urse of the procession in Bos to n to ce lebrate the
in augu ration of the bronze statu e o f Benj amin Franklin.' Cf. Memorial of the
inau g urati on of the sta tu e o f Franklin ( Boston, 1857, p. 173- 179)."
300: Collations for single-sheet items are given in one of the following forms:
1 sheet (I I] p.)
I sheet ( I p.)
I sheet ([2] p. )
I sheet (2 p. )
[4] p.
4 p.
3, [I]p.
2, [2] p.

[2] leaves
2 leaves
The 300 field also includes the dimensions of the item. For broadsides give the height
and width to the nearest whole centimeter. For folded sheets record the height only.
5xx (in the order prescribed by AACR2 and DCRB ):
Nature, scope, or artistic form: It may be difficult to decipher the contents of
broadsides from their titles. Explanatory scope notes are frequent ly necessary . For
broadside verse, this is also the note which includes a transcription of the first line. For
example, the cataloging record for "An Epistle from the man in the moon" describes
the broadside as a satirical poem in 119 lines concerning Lowell, Massachusetts, and
cites the fi rst line " Here's men of sense and talents rare."
Lanliualie: It is not uncommon to have parallel texts printed on single-sheet
publications. The AAS has, for example, an order from the office of the mayor in New
Orleans printed in both French and English, granting a liquor license.
Source of title proper: If the title of a broadside is taken solely from a caption title
appearing at the head of the sheet, it is not necessary to note the source. For a bifolium,
as with a pamphlet, it is necessary to note if the source of the title is a caption title and,
if the transcription is taken from the caption and the first lines of text, this should be
noted. In all cases where the transcribed title comes from a caption and the first lines
of the text, the subfield " b" is placed at the end of the caption (however brief or vague)
and before the transcribed portions of the text. If a single-sheet publication has an
obvious title that appears anywhere but at the top of the first page, make a note
describing its location.
Statement of responsibility: Very often these appear at the end of single-sheet
publications in the form: name, place, date. This is commonly the source for
publication information as well . Representative Scott's report to his constituents is
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signed "John Scott. Ste. Genevieve, Mo. June 26, 1826." With the formal "Signed:"
note and the note "Presumably printed at nearby St. Louis," explanation is given for
the statement of responsibility, place of publication, and date. As necessary, make
notes about attributions from sources other than the document itself. Finally, give the
names of persons besides the author who have contributed to or are associated with
the intellectual or artistic content of the item . This includes authors who are not main
entries, recipients of letters, illustrators, engravers, etc. For example, the name of the
engraver responsible for the cut on "Morgan's newly invented rail road carriage" is
given in a note quoted directly from the text, "Includes engraved views of carriage and
floor plan 'from the graver of our ingenious artist, Mr. Abel Bowen. '"
Edition and bibliographic history: Single-sheet publications were not regularly
issued in editions, but broadside verse, in particu1ar, was often reissued with variant
titles. Make any notes necessary to connect all manifestations of a text.
Publication: Since single-sheet publications were frequently issued without
imprints, it is very important to make notes explaining the cataloger's supplied imprint.
If the item is signed and dated and that information is already given in the statement
of responsibility note, no further explanation is necessary.
Physical description: For single-sheet publications printed only on one side, the
dimensions of the printed area (to the nearest millimeter) should be given in a physical
deSCription note. The presence of illustrations or ornamental borders should be noted
and included in the dimensions. If the text is printed in more than one column, this
should also be noted. An example of such a note is "Text in three columns; printed area,
including ornamental border, measures 26.7 x 20.8 cm." For folded sheets, catalogers
have the option of giving more precise collations by signatures in a physical
description note. For example, the collation "[4] p." in the 300 field might be expanded
in a note "Signatures: [A]' ([A]2 blank) ." Finally, note also the use of any color ink
besides black, and whether an item is printed on colored paper or on any material other
than paper.
References to published descriptions: Standard citations are recorded in the 510
field. At AAS it is a nonstandard practice to put a zero in the subfield c of the 510 field
to indicate that an item is not in a published bibliography where it might logically be
included. "Odes, composed to be sung on the anniversary of American independence,
at Plympton, July 5, 1802," is an example of an item that one would expect to be
recorded in Shaw & Shoemaker, but is not. When such records are transmitted to the
Eighteenth-Century Short Title Catalog (ESTC) or to RUN, the 510 is retagged as 500
and the note translated to "Not in Shaw & Shoemaker."
Copy-specific information: Record in a 590 note all information pertinent to the
copy "being cataloged. This includes information about the physical condition of the
item (for example, are there portions of the text missing or is the sheet tom?) and
whether there are manuscript annotations or inscriptions present. Donors' names should
also appear in the 590 note if this information is routinely included in cataloging records.
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6xx: Subject headings and genre terms. Topical headings, taken from LCSH, and
geographic headings appear in fields 650 and 651. Field 690 may also be used for
locally defined subject headings. At AAS the genre term "Broadsides" is applied to
single-sheet publications printed on one side, intended to be posted, or publicly
di stributed. Other genre terms, entered in MARC field 655, frequently applied to
single-sheet publications include advertisements, ballads, blank forms, booksellers'
advertisements, carriers' addresses, elegies, fast day proclamations, hymns, memorials (commemorative), memorials (legal), national songs, playbills, poems, prospectuses, publishers' advertisements, songs, and Thanksgiving Day proclamations.
7xx: Added entries. Fields 700 and 710 contain headings for persons and corporate
bodies associated with the item. As appropriate, relator terms are added to the
headings. In the AAS database specially defined indicators are applied so that separate
indexes can be built for printers and publishers (fields 70015 or 710 25), artists and
engravers (fields 700 16 or 71026), and former owners and donors (fields 700 14 or
71024).
The 730 field is for tracing uniform titles . For broadside verse this field is used for
providing access to anonymous poems and songs listed separately in formal or
informal contents notes. It is also used to record the titles of tunes.
The 740 field is for titles traced differently. Here is recorded "at head of title
information" if it might be construed to be the title. At AAS the first line of broadside
verse in also indexed in the 740 field, with a locally defined indicator "4" assigned to
separate the first line index from that of variant titles.
755: Approved terms for describing physical characteristics (bindings terms,
printing and publishing evidence, and graphic materials) recorded in MARC field 755
do not often apply to single-sheet publications so it is important to remind catalogers
of the terms which are appropriate. These include intaglio prims, lithographs, and
relief prints from the Graphic Materials Thesaurus; and cloth printings, color printing,
and colored paper printings from the Thesaurus of Printing and Publishing Evidence.
Many of the terms from the Provenance Thesaurus may also apply.
In conclusion, broadsides and other single-sheet publications are important
primary sources for the study of cultural, economic, political, and social history that
are only now being accorded the attention they deserve by historians and special
collections librarians. They do present catalogers with certain unique problems, many
of which are addressed in thi s paper, but there is one aspect of broadsides cataloging
that has not been mentioned yet: more often than not, catalogers are obligated to read
broadsides in order to provide the necessary explanatory notes and to assign appropriate subject headings and genre terms. During my years as a cataloger, this has always
proved a most interesting and pleasant obligation.
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